LAKE FOREST, CALIF.--- CMC Expands Domestic Manufacturing Facility, Again
Posted: 11/11/2009 @ 8:00 AM
Carr Manufacturing Company (CMC) a manufacturer and provider of custom wire
harness and cable assemblies, today announced its dedication to manufacturing
domestically built products by doubling its California production facility, allowing
companies to more easily control their subcontracted products while maintaining quality,
delivery, and costs.
“We are increasingly being approached by our customers to provide them a domestic
solution to their subcontracting needs,” said Greg Carraway, COO of CMC. “Our focus
is on service. More suppliers have abandoned domestic manufacturing for Asia supplied
sources. This leaves a large segment of the market with either a logistics challenge, or
lack of support in their critical early design phase.”
CMC is committed to servicing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 OEM with quality electromechanical assemblies. By focusing on domestic support, CMC is able to service its
clients more efficiently, which results in a lower product acquisition cost to CMC’s
customers.
“The challenge for many OEM’s has always been price over service,” adds Greg
Carraway. “CMC manages our customers’ projects from conception to completion. At
the time the volume increases to warrant offshore production, CMC’s staff handles the
transition seamlessly to our manufacturing partners.” CMC manages 2 production
facilities in Mexico and has contracts with several Asian suppliers thereby offering a total
manufacturing solution to their customer.
About CMC.
CMC is a California based corporation specializing in the design and manufacturing of
standard and custom assemblies to the electronic, industrial, medical, and military
industries. Its unique approach to contract manufacturing allows OEM’s to offload their
electro-mechanical assembly problems to CMC’s experienced staff, thereby allowing the
OEM to focus on its core product. Headquartered in Lake Forest, Calif., CMC has over
15 years of combined experience in designing, manufacturing, and supplying various
electro-mechanical assembly solutions to the OEM market. For more information, call
949-716-1840 or visit the CMC website at http://www.carrmfg.com.

